
NO SOURCE FINANCIAL 

YEAR

FINDINGS RECOMMENDATION MANAGEMENT RESPONSE RESPON-

SIBILITY

ACTION 

DATE

PROGRESS STATUS

1 AG 2016/17 Supply Chain Management policy not in line

with National Treasury Requirements: It was

noted that the SCM policy was last updated in

2014 and that it is also not in line with the

National Treasury regulations. The risk is that

certain requirements by the new Practice notes

may not be complied with which in turn will result

in non-compliance to National Treasury

Regulations. 

Management should ensure that an

official within SCM monitors updates

and instructions notes from National

Treasury and also ensure that

updates are included in their policy.

The updates must also be

communicated to all relevant

personnel to ensure compliance with

the National Treasury requirements.

All the issues raised are covered in the

different policies of the PSC. Furthermore,

the SCM Policy has been amended and

has been aligned to the new Circulars,

Practice Notes, SCM instructions and the

new SCM Regulations which came into

effect on 1 April 2017. The amended policy

was approved on 29 June 2017. Although

the approval of the policy has delayed,

compliance with all the latest SCM

instruction notes has been ensured

throughout the intervening period. The

Assistant Director: Acquisition and

Logistics is responsible for monitoring the

updates/instruction notes from the National

Treasury. 

DDG: CS N/A 24/02/1028: The SCM policy was revised

and submitted to DG for approval

2

2 AG 2016/17 Updated password reset process on LOGIS

not defined: During the audit it was noted that

the LOGIS procurement integration moved to

PORTAL with effect from 26 November 2015 and

the password reset process has changed

following notice NO 5 from National Treasury,

users can reset their password making use of the

‘forgot your password

link’ on the RACF logon page however the

LOGIS procedure had not been updated

accordingly. Lack of formally designed and

approved user account management procedure

could result in inconsistent management of user

account management. 

Management should expedite the

documentation, review and approval

of the user account management

procedures to ensure consistent

implementation of access controls on

the organisation’s information

systems and policy and procedures

should be reviewed annually to

ensure that the aligned.

The audit finding is noted. The LOGIS

procedure in the LOGIS User Manual will

be updated to include the new procedure.

DDG: CS 1-Jun-17 01/12/2017: Benchmarking of LOGIS User

Manual in other departments was

undertaken to improve the quality of the

Manual

24/01/2018: Manuals being studied to

identify best practice to include in the PSC

policy

2

3 AG 2016/17 HR plan submitted after 30 June 2016:

Circular no. 14/2 on HR planning issued on 5

August 2014, par 7.1.1 states: The Executive

Authority shall submit a MTEF HR plan to the

MPSA at the beginning of the first financial year

covering the MTEF period on or by 30 June.

During the audit of HR planning, it was noted that

the MTEF HR plan was approved by the

executive authority on the 27 September 2016

and was not submitted by 30 June as required. 

Management must put measures in

place to ensure that the HR plan is

submitted by 30 June as

required.

The Audit finding has been noted. The

MTEF Plan took nearly three months on

route to the Approving Authority.

Management will ensure that they meet the

requirements of MPAT which indicates that

Top Management should meet to discuss

the MTEF Plan and keep record of the

minutes. 

DDG: CS 24/01/2017: The Office will ensure that the

MTEF HR plan is approved before the due

date

24/01/2018: Compliance date tracking by

relevant senior manager

2

SECTION B:   3rd QUARTER REPORT (2017/18) ON IMPLEMENTATION  OF AUDIT ACTION PLANS



6 AG 2016/17 Overstatement of the leave entitlement:

Leave transactions relating to the 2015/16

financial year and going back to previous financial 

years were captured on PERSAL in the 2016/17

financial year, resulting in the comparative figures

in the financial statements being overstated.

Furthermore, leave taken in the 2016/17 financial

year and financial years going back were

captured on PERSAL in the 2017/18 financial

year resulting in the overstatement of leave

entitlement for the 2016/17 disclosed in the

financial statements. The above findings resulted

in overstatement of employee benefits disclosed

in the annual

financial statements.

Management should reconcile the

number of leave days taken as per

the manual leave forms to

the number of leave days taken as

per the system and adjust manually

in cases where approval

was not done on the system after

year end.

The leave liability reconciliations will be

done on a quarterly basis from now hence

forth.

DDG: CS 31-Jul-17 24/01/2018: Leave calculations are done

on quarterly basis

3

7 AG 2016/17 Incorrect classification of accruals: Paragraph 

04 of the MCS defines Payables as: “liabilities to

pay for goods or services that have been

received or supplied and have been invoiced or

formally agreed with the supplier” Paragraph 04

of the MCS defines Accruals as: “liabilities to pay

for goods or services that have been received or

supplied but have not been paid and have not

been invoiced or formally agreed with the

supplier, including amounts due to employees”

During the audit of accruals, it was noted that

transaction in which good/services were received

before year and also invoices were received

before year end were included in the accruals

supporting schedules instead of payables not

recognised. 

Management should have a process

in place whereby transactions close

to year end are reviewed by senior

officials to ensure that transactions

are classified correctly in the AFS.

Incorrect classification in the AFS

should be corrected. 

The finding is noted. The accruals and

payables will in future be classified

correctly on the quarterly interim financial

statements.

DDG: CS Immediately 11/09/2017: The inputs for the 2nd IFS

were verified by both the process owner

and D:FM and managers signed that

consent forms that disciplinary actions will

be taken against managers who do not do a 

proper quality assurance

3

8 AG 2016/17 Understatement of accruals: Paragraph 04 of

the MCS defines Accruals as: “liabilities to pay for

goods or services that have been received or

supplied but have not been paid and have not

been invoiced or formally agreed with the

supplier, including amounts due to employees”

During the audit of accruals, it was noted that

transaction in which good/services were received

before year were not included in the accruals

supporting schedules, neither in the payables not

recognised supporting schedules. Furthermore

there is no evidence that the transactions were

paid before year end. 

A reconciliation of the invoice

register, payments made and the

supporting schedules should be

performed on a regular basis in order

to ensure that all invoices that have

been received after year end but

goods/services were received before

year end are recorded in the

supporting schedules. The

department should also consider

maintaining the invoice register in

excel as it will make it easy to

perform the reconciliation. 

The accruals and payables will in future be

classified correctly.

DDG: CS Immediately 11/09/2017: The inputs for the 2nd IFS

were verified by both the process owner

and D:FM and managers signed consent

forms that disciplinary actions will be taken

against managers who do not do a proper

quality assurance

24/02/2018: Quarterly follow-up to be

conducted

3



9 AG 2016/17 Operating lease commitments-Buildings

disclosure note incorrect: Section 38 (1)(a) of

the Public Finance Management Act states that

the accounting officer “must ensure that the

department, trading entity or constitutional

institution has and maintains effective, efficient

and transparent systems of financial and risk

management and internal control” The Modified

Cash Standards states the following

requirements for a disclosure note for lease

commitments: The future minimum lease

payments expected to be made should be

recorded in the notes to the financial statements

as secondary financial information in the following

periods: not later than one year; later than one

year and not later than five years; and Later than

five years. During the audit of lease

commitments, the following misstatements

relating to Buildings were Identified:

1.1 Future minimum lease payments for the

Eastern Cape and Gauteng buildings were 

A rigorous review of all amounts

disclosed as commitments should be

performed by senior

personnel to ensure the correctness

thereof, in a timely manner.

• Internal audit should do a thorough

review of the financial statements

and corrections

should be made before they are

submitted for audit.

Agreed with the finding, a miscalculation

was done with the month of escalation.

Agreed with the finding, a misinterpretation

of the Commitments disclosure occurred

and National

Treasury was approached and provided

clarity. Commitments schedule will be

compiled and reviewed on a quarterly basis

and will be supported

with an audit file.

DDG: CS Quarterly 08/09/2017: Managers signed consent

forms that disciplinary action will be taken

against managers who do not do a proper

quality assurance.

24/02/2018: Quarterly follow-up to be

conducted

3

10 AG 2016/17 Key management personnel note inaccurate:

Leave gratuity not disclosed-During the audit

of key management personnel, it was noted that

the following SMS’s leave

gratuity was not included in the key management

personnel note, thus resulting in an

understatement of the remuneration amount

disclosed for key management personnel.

Disclosed remuneration amount incorrect- 

During the audit of management key personnel, it

was noted that the following SMS’s salary paid

during the year was incorrectly disclosed. This

results in non-compliance with modified cash

standard’s requirement to include acting

employee’s full remuneration including his or her

acting allowance during the acting period for all

employees acting in key management personnel.

This results in the understatement of the

remuneration amounts disclosed in the key

management personnel disclosure note. 

HR management must prepare

regular, accurate and complete

financial reports to enable finance to

disclose accurate and complete

financial information. Finance should

also review the schedules prepared

by HR to ensure that all

discrepancies are identified and

rectified timeously. All remuneration

paid to key management personnel

must be disclosed as per MCS

requirements.

The D: HRMD will put more thorough

controls in place in order to prevent the

reoccurrence of similar audit findings in

future.

DDG: CS 17-Jul-17 11/09/2017: The inputs for the 2nd IFS

were verified by both the process owner

and D:FM and managers signed consent

forms that disciplinary action will be taken

against managers who do not do a proper

quality assurance

24/01/2018: Verification process being

maintained.

3

11 AG 2016/17 Finance lease incorrectly included in current

year: During the audit of lease commitments it

was noted that a lease pertaining to the 2017/18

period was included as part of lease

commitments as at 31 March 2017. This has

resulted in the overstatement of finance lease

commitments for the 2016/17 year.

A rigorous review of all amounts

disclosed as commitments should be

performed by senior personnel to

ensure the correctness thereof, in a

timely manner. Internal audit should

do a thorough review of the financial

statements and corrections should

be made before they are submitted

for audit 

The audit finding is noted and is in

agreement. The amount of R59 527.80

should not have been reflected on the

2016/2017 finance lease commitments.

Management will ensure that a

commitment register is compiled and

reviewed on a quarterly basis together with

a supporting audit file.

DDG: CS 19-Jul-17 08/09/2017: managers signed that consent

forms that disciplinary actions will be taken

against managers who do not do a proper

quality assurance

24/02/2018: Quarterly follow-up to be

conducted

3

12 AG 2016/17 Declaration of interest not submitted and/or

made by suppliers: During the audit of Contract

and Procurement Management the following

instances of noncompliance

were identified: OPSC conducted business with

the officials who are employed by the state and

the connection was not declared and/or

declaration of interest was not submitted as per

National Treasury requirements. 

Management should ensure that prior

to awarding a supplier; all required

documents have been submitted by

the relevant supplier. Verifications of

whether the suppliers doing business

with PSC are employed by the state

should be done at least on the

winning supplier. Management

should disclose all irregular

expenditure relating to these

payments. 

Not in agreement with the finding relating to

Mushabi Trading Enterprise as owner is not

a Public Servant. In agreement with the

finding relating to Spectrum (PTY) Ltd and

Somshoko Security Company (PTY) Ltd.

Not in agreement with the classification of

this expenditure as irregular expenditure.

There was an oversight by management

and particular focus will be paid to the

review and monitoring of compliance.

DDG: CS Immediately 08/09/2017: Checklist is in place for both

Quotes and Bids to ensure that all

documents are submitted before approval

is made

24/01/2018: Implementation of checklist

maintained

3



13 AG 2016/17 Bidders’ names not published on PSC’s

website within 10 days after the closing date

for 30 days: During the audit of procurement it

was noted that the names of the bidders that

submitted bids in relation to that particular

advertisement were not published on the

auditees’ website within 10 days after closing

date for at least 30 days. Furthermore, the details

of the winning bidder, contract number and

description, preference claimed and contract

price were not published in the government

tender bulleting or website of the auditee. This will 

result in non-compliance with laws and

regulations.

Management must ensure that when

they publish the names of the bidders

that submitted bids on their website

as required by the instruction note.

Management must ensure that when

they publish the winning supplier’s

details on their website as required

by the instruction note.

The finding is noted. There was an

oversight from management to publish the

award on the PSC website. Management

will include in the checklist for tenders the

publishing of all the names of bidders after

closure of any advertised competitive bids

on its website. Management will ensure

that the instruction note is complied with

immediate effect.

DDG: CS 31-Jul-17 08/09/2017: Bids are now published on the

PSC website 

24/01/2018: Implementation of checklist

maintained

3

14 AG 2016/17 Supplier did not submit BBBEE Status level

Contributor Certificate: During the audit of

Supply Chain management it was noted that a

winning supplier was awarded 10 preference

points for the BBBEE status level contributor

whereas the supplier did not submit a BBBEE

status level contributor Certificate. The above

finding results in Irregular Expenditure. 

Management should ensure that prior

to awarding a supplier; all required

documents have been submitted by

the relevant supplier. • Management

should disclose all irregular

expenditure relating to these

payments.

Not in agreement with the finding as the

BBBEE certificate was received on 19

August 2016 together with other

documentation from the supplier.

DDG: CS Immediately 08/092017: Checklist is in place for both

Quotes and Bids to make sure that all

documents are submitted before approval

is made

24/01/2018: Implementation of checklist

maintained

3

15 AG 2016/17 Understatement of intangible assets: During 

the testing of intangible assets, it was noted that

some payments relating to Intangible assets were

incorrectly classified and were also not disclosed

as part of the intangible assets note in the annual

financial statements. The intangible assets were

also not included in the asset register. It was

noted that payments made to Boxfusion in the

current financial year for expenditure were

incorrectly classified as current expenditure for

Consultants: Business and Advisory services

under Goods and Services. Some of these

payments met the criteria for recognition as an

Intangible asset. According to payments that

have already been made to date, the total

understatement is R 798 499.99.

Intangible assets should be recorded

in the intangible assets register once

the recognition criteria as per MCS

have been met. IT unit should work

hand in hand with asset

management unit to ensure that all

intangible assets that should have

been recorded have been recorded

in the intangible assets register. The

IT unit should perform reconciliation

of software in use to the intangible

assets register in order to identify any 

software that has not been recorded

in the intangible assets register. The

finance unit should review the GL for

all transactions relating to software

and ensure that these have been

recorded in the intangible assets

register. Where discrepancies are

noted these should be discussed

with IT unit to ensure that the 

The audit finding is noted and not in

agreement. The PSC procured services of

a case management IT solution over a

period of two years. The services included

implementation of the system, software

licensing and IT support and maintenance.

Both parties agreed upon that any

intellectual property utilized by the service

provider shall remain the property of the

service provider, the PSC shall acquire no

right or interest in such a property. In this

regard, the kind of services procured by the

PSC does not meet the requirements of an

intangible assets as defined in the MCS. 

DDG: CS N/A 12/09/2017: Systems that have been

developed internally have been classified

as intangible assets

24/01/2018: Classification of intangible

assets will be verified. 

3

16 AG 2016/17 Understatement of the leave gratuity

payment: During the audit of leave gratuity

payments, the differences between actual

payments made to the employee and the

recalculated leave gratuity were noted. This

results in an understatement of Leave Gratuity

amount in the financial statements. The correct

amount should be paid and must also be

disclosed accurately in the annual financial

statements. HR should perform regular

reconciliations with finance to ensure that the

correct amounts are paid to the people. 

The correct amount should be paid

and must also be disclosed

accurately in the annual financial

statements. HR should perform

regular reconciliations with finance to

ensure that the correct amounts are

paid to the people.

The audit finding is noted and is in

agreement. The amount calculated by the

HR section was not included in the

mandate received by the Finance section.

The Finance section erroneously

calculated the leave gratuity according to

the monthly basic salary instead of the

annual basic salary of the employee.

Recommendations accepted and the

payment will be processed immediately.

Due to modified cash basis of accounting,

the payment processed will reflect under

the current financial year’s expenditure. In

future, PERSAL report will be requested to

determine calculations for any leave

entitlement to be paid. 

DDG: CS Immediately 12/09/2017: The SD: HRM has amended

the mandate normally send to the Finance

Section to reflect the calculations made by

the SD: HRM and for the Finance Section

to indicate their own calculations and to

sent back same to the SD: HRM for

verification and record purposes. 

24/01/2018: Newly introduced process

maintained

3



17 AG 2016/17 Disclosures not in accordance with the

requirements of the MCS: During the

performance of the detailed testing over the

commitments it was noted that for commitments

that extended over a period of a year, the

necessary disclosures as required by the MCS

were not provided for in the AFS. The impact

would result on the disclosure and presentation

requirements for the Annual Financial Statements

as per the MCS not being satisfied. 

Management should review the

disclosure requirements for

commitments as per the MCS to

ensure that adequate disclosure is

made in the Annual Financial

Statements with

regards to Commitments.

Management must provide additional

disclosure on Commitments

disclosure note 

The audit finding is noted. Management will

pay particular attention to the requirements

of the Modified Cash Standard and ensure

proper compliance thereof. The contracts

have been added as a disclosure and will

be forwarded to the Finance Section to be

added to the AFS upon agreement by the

AG.

DDG: CS 19-Jul-17 08/09/2017: Compliance is ensured when

providing inputs for the IFS

24/02/2018: Quarterly follow-up to be

conducted

3

18 AG 2016/17 Understatement of commitments: During the

audit of commitments, differences were noted

between what has been disclosed as outstanding

amount as per the supporting schedules to the

AFS and what we have recalculated to be the

amount outstanding at year end. During the

performance of the Commitments completeness

testing it was noted that certain items approved

by the Bid Adjudication Committee (BAC) were

not reflected on the Commitments Schedule. The

above has resulted in the commitments being

understated in the AFS.

Management should keep record of

all commitments in a separate file.

The file should contain information

about the initial amount of the

contract, all payments made to date

on the commitments and all the

relevant accruals. This would enable

management to find all information

on commitments in one place and

simplify the calculation of the

outstanding amount of commitments.

In addition, the senior officials should

review the calculation of the

outstanding amounts. 

Management has noted the finding and will

adjust the figures where it is in agreement

with the finding. Management will ensure

that the decisions of the BAC in relation to

the contracts will be taken into account on

a quarterly basis for compilation of

commitments schedule. A commitments

register will be compiled and reviewed on a

quarterly basis.

DDG: CS 21-Jul-17 08/09/2017: Compliance is ensured when

providing inputs for the IFS

24/01/2018: Commitment register

maintained

3

19 AG 2016/17 Incorrect classification of payables not

recognised: During the audit of the payables not

recognised, it was noted that transaction in which

invoices were received before year end were

incorrectly classified as accruals instead of

payables not recognised. The above has

resulted in the incorrect classification between

the accruals and payables not

recognised in the AFS.

Management should have a process

in place whereby transactions close

to year end are reviewed by senior

officials to ensure that transactions

are classified correctly in the AFS.

Incorrect classification in the AFS

should be corrected. 

The finding is noted. The accruals and

payables will in future be classified

correctly on the quarterly interim financial

statements. 

DDG: CS Immediately 24/01/2018: Compliance is ensured when

providing inputs for the IFS

3

20 AG 2016/17 Understatement of payables not recognised:

During the audit of payables not recognised, it

was noted that transaction in which good/services 

were received before year and so invoices were

received before year end were not included in the

payables not recognised supporting schedules,

neither in the accruals supporting schedules.

Furthermore there is no evidence that the

transactions were paid before year end. This has

resulted in the payables not recognised disclosed

in the AFS being incomplete.

A reconciliation of the invoice

register, payments made and the

supporting schedules should be

performed on a regular basis in order

to ensure that all transaction were

invoices were received at year and

payment not made are included in

the payables not recognised

supporting schedules. The

department should also consider

maintaining the invoice register in

excel as it will make it easy to

perform the reconciliation.

The finding is noted. The accruals and

payables will be classified correctly on the

quarterly interim financial statements.

DDG: CS Immediately 24/01/2018: The inputs for the 2nd IFS

were verified by both the process owner

and D:FM and managers signed consent

forms that disciplinary action will be taken

against managers who do not do a proper

quality assurance

3



21 AG 2016/17 Differences noted in AFS submitted for audit:

Annual financial statements were submitted for

audit, together with supporting information on the

31st of May 2017. The audit team compared the

excel template and word annual financial

statements and also agreed the amounts to the

supporting schedules submitted for audit.

Differences were noted on the financial

statements per attached Annexure A. 

Before the Department submits the

financial statements to the auditors

the Department must ensure that

these financial statements are a true

reflection of the department’s

financial affairs and are appropriately

reviewed and supported. All

supporting information for the

disclosures made should be provided

for audit on time with the submission

of the financial statements. Financial

statements should be cast and cross

cast and be reviewed to ensure that

they are accurate before submission.

Internal audit should review the

processes to compile annual

financial statements and

management should address internal

control deficiencies raised before the

submission on 31 May 

The finding is noted. Both Word and Excel

versions were updated with same

information as were done by a group of

people. It however appeared that during

the printing of the Word version the

changes done in that regard were not

properly saved thus creating differences

between the two Excel and Word

documents. 

DDG: CS Immediately 24/01/2018: Only one person works on both 

the Word and the Excel documents to

eliminate errors

3

22 AG 2016/17 Lack of monitoring of Service level

agreement (SLA) with Boxfusion: It was noted

that vendor performance management meetings

were held between Office of Public

Commission (OPSC) and Boxfusion to assess

performance of services provided by Boxfusion

to OPSC however evidence such as minutes of

meetings or service reports could not be

provided. If SLAs are not discussed with key

suppliers on a regular basis, this could result in

service deviations and degradations not

recognised and addressed, resulting in failure to

deliver business requirements.

IT Management needs to update the

current SLA to include performance

management meeting and schedule

meetings on a regular basis with

Boxfusion to discuss services

rendered and any other matters that

relates to SLA. Minutes of the

meeting or service report needs to be 

retained for audit purposes. 

Management notes the audit finding.

Regular meetings are being held with the

user Chief Directorates and notes are

taken with actionable items, however no

formal minutes were taken. Going forward,

formal minutes will be taken and signed.

DDG: CS Immediately 11/09/2017: A Service Level Management

meeting took place on 05 September 2017

and the discussions were minuted

24/01/2018: Minutes will be kept of all

future meetings

3

23 AG 2016/17 Incomplete listing of NACH case referrals:

The listing provided for audit is incomplete. The

reported achievement may also be inaccurate.

Management should ensure that all

received cases are recorded on the

database on a timely basis to ensure

that it is complete for reporting

purposes. Management should also

define the type of case referrals that

should be captured on the database

to ensure common understanding

and consistency of reported

achievements. Internal audit should

review the implemented controls at

the specific branch and assist the

business unit to improve on them. 

Management notes the comment and will

ensure that reconciliation of the listing with

the NACH system audit trail is conducted

on a continuous basis to ensure

completeness of data. Further,

management will review the processes in

order to ensure that sign-offs are done for

each stage of handling NACH cases

particularly with regard to referral of cases.

Management will also ensure that the

manual listing is reconciled with the NACH

system audit trail on a continuous basis for

the completeness of the listing.

DDG: IAC 24-Jul-17 24/01/2018: The Directorate: NACH

reconciles of statistics on a quarterly basis

to ensure the reliability and completeness

of the information provide to D: PMR.

3



24 AG 2016/17 Operating lease schedules-Vehicles

disclosure note incorrect: Section 38 (1)(a) of

the Public Finance Management Act states that

the accounting officer “must ensure that the

Department, trading entity or constitutional

institution has and maintains effective, efficient

and transparent systems of financial and risk

management and internal control”

The Modified Cash Standards states the

following requirements for a disclosure note for

lease commitments: The future minimum lease

payments expected to be made should be

recorded in the notes to the financial statements

as secondary financial information in the following

periods: not later than one year; later than one

year and not later than five years; and Later than

five years. 

A rigorous review of all amounts

disclosed as commitments should be

performed by senior personnel to

ensure the correctness thereof, in a

timely manner. Internal audit should

do a thorough review of the financial

statements and corrections should

be made before they are submitted

for audit. 

Agrees with the finding, copy and paste

error was detected. Future minimum lease

payments expected to be made for

Vehicles due within 12 months (not later

than one year) were not disclosed at all for

all the vehicles. Do not agree with the

finding, the contract for the vehicles

already expired and is current running on a

month to month basis. Commitments are

only captured when a valid contract is in

place. Minimum payments were disclosed

as due between 1 and 5 years (later than

one year and not

later than five years), which is correct.

Management will ensure that a

Commitments Schedule is compiled and

reviewed on a quarterly basis with a

supporting audit file. 

DDG: CS Quarterly 08/09/2017: Managers signed consent

forms that disciplinary action will be taken

against managers who do not do a proper

quality assurance

24/01/2018: Commitments Schedule

maintained

3

25 AG 2016/17 No proof that the declaration of interest

forms for commissioners were approved by

the President or delegated official:

In terms of par 3 of the conditions of appointment

applicable to members of the PSC, as

determined by President; a commissioner shall

not, without the consent of the President, perform

or engage himself/herself to perform any

remunerative work outside the duties of his/her

office

During the audit under review, the following

commissioners were identified by CAATs as

having interest in entities outside of the

commission and the declarations of interest

provided were not approved:

·       Comm. Mkhwanazi

·        Comm. RK Sizani

·       Comm. Mafanya

Management should ensure that

compliance with the conditions of

service is regularly monitored by

members of the commission

Section 6(3) of the PSC Act requires of

Commissioners to obtain approval from the

President to perform remunerative work

outside the duties of his or her office. The

Governance Rules of the PSC does not

provide the Chairperson or the Deputy

Chairperson with oversight responsibilities

over other Commissioners. Individual

Commissioners therefore directly

communicates with the President in this

regard. Oversight over this process is

therefore the responsibility of the President

D: PSCS 2016/17 

financial 

year

24/01/2018: Awaiting feedback from the

Presidency on the draft Conditions of

Service Handbook and the matter is

beyond the control of the PSC
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26 AG 2016/17 Disclosure of absolute figures on targets:

During the interim audit of annual performance

plan for 2015/16, it was noted that absolute figure

was not provided and neither was a reason

provided as a foot note for percentage used in

the table below:

Also the target is less than the previous year’s

actual of 90%; this then means that the target has

no clear baseline as required by Chapter 3.3 of

the FSPAPP 

Indicator: % of grievances received investigated

and concluded

Target: 68% of grievance concluded

The framework compliance review system in the

preparation of planning documents has failed to

identify the weaknesses identified above

Non compliance with the framework exposes the 

The framework compliance review

system needs to be strengthened in

order to ensure that the planning

documents comply with the

framework. In the absence of an

explanation to the deviation,

the annual performance plan must

comply with the framework

At the time of the audit, the 2015/16 Annual

Performance Plan was already approved in

January 2015 and tabled in Parliament.

Therefore, no amendments could be made.

A footnote explaining why absolute

numbers cannot be provided has been

included in the 2016/17 Annual

Performance Plan. The target is less due to 

the introduction of the Grievance and

Complaints clusters, wherein grievances

resolutions are decentralized

DDG: LMP 22/02/2016  12/07/2017: As stated previously, absolute

numbers cannot be used because the PSC

does not have control over the number of

grievances referred to it by employees and

Executive Authrrities. However, the targets

and indicators have been tightened to

ensure that they are measurable. As per

previous practice, absolute numbers are

used when submitting monthly reports to

the PSC and quarterly progress to DPME

on the APP. 

24/01/2018: Absolute numbers reported as

at 31 December 2017
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27 AG 2016/17 Inadequate disclosure of key management

personnel:

In terms of Generally Accepted Accounting

Practice for National and provincial governments

par 21

A department shall disclose the following with

regards to key management personnel: 

(a) full compensation paid to key management

personnel per category

During the year under review, it was identified

that a key management was not included in the

calculation and the salary received by another

key management personnel was not calculated

correctly. Details are as follows:

The calculation of the following key management

personnel was erroneously calculated. The

difference is as follows: Comm. Marais

Management did not review the

calculations performed prior

disclosure to the financial

statements. Furthermore

management should perform reviews

prior disclosure and publication of

annual financial statements

Correct information to be provided to the D:

FM

DDG: CS 13/07/2016 24/01/2018: The inputs for the 2nd IFS

were verified by both the process owner

and D:FM and managers signed that

consent forms that disciplinary actions will

be taken against managers who do not do a 

proper quality assurance

3

28 AG 2016/17 Supplier database not per commodity and no

criteria to exclude prohibited list:

In terms of practice note 8 of 2007/2008,

paragraph 5.3, once the list has been compiled

per commodity and type of service, price

quotations should be invited there from. The

invitation of price quotations should be done on a

rotational basis in such a manner that ongoing

competition amongst suppliers is promoted

The department does not have the following as

evaluation criteria when the list of prospective

suppliers is compiled:

• The evaluation criteria do not include the

disallowance of providers whose name appears

on the National Treasury's database as person

prohibited from doing business with the public

sector

• The evaluation criteria does not include the 

Management should ensure that the

checklist or policies and procedures

used when the list of prospective

suppliers is compiled covers all the

evaluation criteria as required by the

different Acts and legislations to

ensure full compliance thereof 

The audit finding is noted DDG: CS None 

provided
24/01/2018: Checklist for both Quotes and

Bids to make sure that all documents are

submitted before approval is maintained 
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